
Over the course of two weeks, we will host ten

workshops on four themes relevant to 'Building

your Professional Identity for the Classroom'. 

The winter school has been designed for students 

 interested in exploring different cultures and

obtaining a global view of teaching as part of their

college experience. Staff will also have an

opportunity to join the conversation in a 'Staff

Connect' session. 

Each session will provide opportunities for peer-

learning with International student teachers in the

form of Breakout-rooms, Polling, Kahoot,

Mentimeter, Slide share, Padlet and pre-recorded

video.

We hope you enjoy the programme of events and

make the most of the opportunity to connect with

peers and colleagues working in different cultural

contexts. 

Building Your
Professional
Identity for the
Classroom

Hosted by Dr Julie Uí
Choistealbha and Dr Aimie
Brennan, Marino Institute of
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MIE Virtual International Winter School 

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS



International Winter
School Themes

Theme 1: Realising my Professional Identity

These sessions investigate the importance of values,

biography and professional knowledge in identifying

and articulating ones teaching philosophy. Four

perspectives of identity will be explored; the

interpretation of experiences, the importance of

context, means to harmonise sub identities and the

centrality of agency.

Simple exchanges can break
down walls between us. When
people come together and speak
to one another and share a
common experience, then their
common humanity is revealed

Theme 2: Being a Reflective Practitioner

Reflective practice is a key facet of professional

learning and growth. These sessions will deepen

understandings of reflective practice through the

application of various modes and models of reflection

in teaching from an individual and collaborative

perspective.

Theme 3: Being a Collaborative Professional

Collaboration is a key feature of life in schools today.

The focus has shifted from the teacher being in

isolation in the classroom to being a member of a

professional learning community. These sessions

focus on the personal and collective roles and

responsibilities in creating, maintaining and

sustaining a collaborative approach to teaching and

learning.

Theme 4: Being a Research-

Informed Professional

Considering alternative perspectives

and staying informed about changing

approaches to teaching and learning

is important for innovative and

engaged professionals. These sessions

explore how students and graduate

teachers can access, critically assess,

and apply education research in the

classroom through communities of

practice, individual inquiry and whole

school research frameworks.

Workshops run from 2 - 13

November 2020

Barrack Obama



Student Connect
2 November 17:00-18:30 GMT

Our Virtual Student Connect Session will kick off

our international conversation between Irish and

International students. We hope that the session

will encourage active and engaging conversations

that will help us to learn about each others

contexts and professional identities.

This session will be structured around the core

themes of the winter school; professional identity,

reflective practice, education research,

collaboration, All attendees will be given an

opportunity to enter into dialogue with students

from across the world. 

Attendees are encouraged to share their

experience of placement, teaching, assessment and

preparing for life as a teacher within in their own

cultural context, and reflect on what this means in

international contexts. 

Staff Connect
11 November 13:00-14:00 GMT

Our Staff Connect Session is open to all staff in

MIE and our International Partners who would

like to share ideas, experience, expertise and

resources. International networking is one way

to meet the challenges of facing teacher

education, online teaching and preparing

student teachers for practice.

Staff Connect will run as four parallel Breakout

Sessions based around the themes of our Winter

School; Professional Identity, Education

Research, Reflective Practice and Collaboration.

Teacher educators can choose the stream that

best suits their teaching and research expertise.

There is much to be gained from joining

international conversations with like‐minded

people keen to collaborate and develop

together to further scholarship on teaching,

learning and research in teacher education.

Staff members are asked to please indicate

their preferred theme to organisers in advance

of the session to ensure that they receive an

appropriate meeting link. 

The most valuable
resource that all
teachers have is each
other. Without
collaboration our
growth is limited to
our own perspectives 

Robert Meehan



Guest Speakers

Andrew Sherman (@asherman_andrew)

Colegio Menor, Ecuador

Andrew is the Director of Colegio Menor in San Francisco de Quito, Ecuador, a

private international preparatory school focused on providing primarily an

Ecuadorian student population an English based Liberal Arts education. Born and

raised in Los Angeles, California, his interest in private education, Latin America,

and language development are products of his personal experience, academic

preparation and professional experiences. Andrew earned a graduate degree in

International Education at Harvard University. His other academic work includes

advanced graduate studies in Latin American History, Organizational Leadership

and Educational Administration. He received a Fulbright Fellowship for

international study and lived in Costa Rica. He was also a fellow at the

Klingenstein Center for Private Education at Columbia University.

Tue 10 Nov, 18:00-19:30 GMT

Jennifer Shearman (@jenshearman) 

Canterbury Christ Church University in Kent, England

Thu 12 Nov, 17:00-18:30 GMT

Jennifer is a Senior Lecturer in secondary mathematics education and has taught

extensively across different education programmes from Foundation year to

Masters. She takes every opportunity she can to show students how to promote a

positive perception of mathematics with children and young people. Jen’s

Doctorate thesis about perceptions of mastery amongst secondary mathematics

teachers is due for completion in early 2021. Jen is a huge advocate for teachers

remaining engaged in professional development and educational research

throughout their career. When not teaching, Jen works with the National Centre

for Excellent in Teaching Mathematics, leading the evaluation of their teacher

Professional Development projects. Jen is a fellow of the Chartered College for

Teaching and contributes regularly to teacher research groups.

Joffy Conolly (@WanderingHead) 

University of Oulu, Finland

Fri 6 Nov, 17:00-18:30 GMT

Joffy is a qualified teacher and former school principal, After reading Law at

Cambridge and working in advertising, Joffy worked as a class teacher in the UK &

Sri Lanka, eventually running a primary school in central London. Having

completed a Masters in Education and Globalisation, he is now interested in

combining 20 years of practical teaching experience at every level with his newer

roles as a university researcher and lecturer. As a researcher and educator, his aim

is to help students, teachers and others improve their critical thinking and how

they engage with difference in order to meet the global challenges of the 21st

century.  Research interests include global education, international mobility and

critical thinking.



Aimie is a lecturer in education policy and research. She started her career as a

researcher heading projects in the community, statutory and not-for-profit sectors

in Ireland and abroad. In 2014, Aimie made the transition into teacher education

as a lecturer and research coordinator teaching across early childhood, primary

and post-primary education programmes. Her research interests are in student

teacher research preparation, students as partners, applied sociology & teacher

education policy. She is currently leading a number of collaborative research

projects in each of these areas and is founder of the Student Teacher Education

Research (STER), a student partnership project that publishes a national peer-

reviewed e-journal of student education research. Aimie serves on the Teaching

Council Research Engagement Group & National Advisory Group for Student

Engagement (NStEP).

Julie is the Dean of Education: Policy, Practice, and Society. Her teaching focuses

on working with final year students on preparation for placement and life after

college, and with first year students on the development of skills and

competencies necessary for placement and life in college. The main anchor point

in Julie’s work is ‘professional learning’ and she is a both a placement and

dissertation supervisor.  She works closely with incoming and outgoing study

abroad students and is the lead researcher on the Teaching Council funded

DEEPEN research project, which explores the lived experiences of Droichead, the

professional induction process for newly qualified teachers in Ireland. Her other

research interests include work-based learning, the Irish language, the role

attitudes, perceptions and motivation play in the teaching and learning processes

and the use of ePortfolios in competency- based assessment.

Guest Speakers

Aimie Brennan (@AimieBrennan) 

Marino Institute of Education in Dublin, Ireland

Thu 5 Nov, 17:00-18:30 GMT + Wed 11 Nov, 17:00-18:30 GMT

Julie Uí Choistealbha (@JulieUiChois) 

Marino Institute of Education in Dublin, Ireland

Tue 3 Nov, 17:00-18:30 GMT + Mon 9 Nov, 17:00-18:30 GMT

Garret Campbell (@GarretCampbell9) 

CEO, Global Schoolroom

Thu 5 Nov, 17:00-18:30 GMT 

Garret  has worked in Ireland as a teacher and teacher educator, and in private

practice in the areas of education for sustainable development and the

environment.  He has extensive experience in teacher education in Ireland, India,

Kenya, Uganda and Sierra Leone.  With degrees in Science and Education, Garret

has worked in Curriculum Development in Ireland with University College Dublin

and in India with Assam Don Bosco University and is project manager of the

Migrant Teacher Project based in Marino Institute of Education.  



Timetable of Events

Time / Date Workshop Zoom Meeting ID

Mon 2 Nov
17:00-18:30 GMT

Opening by Dr Teresa O'Doherty,
President of MIE. 
Student Connect Session (MIE)

Tue 3 Nov
17:00-18:30 GMT

Wed 4 Nov
17:00-18:30 GMT

Thu 5 Nov
17:00-18:30 GMT

Fri 6 Nov
18:00-19:30 GMT

Mon 9 Nov
17:00-18:30 GMT

Tue 10 Nov
18:00-19:30 GMT

Wed 11 Nov
17:00-18:30 GMT

Thu 12 Nov
17:00-18:30 GMT

Fri 13 Nov
18:00-19:30 GMT

Realising my Professional Identity
Julie Uí Choistealbha (Ireland)

Realising my Professional Identity
Garret Campbell (Global Schoolroom)

Being a Reflective Professional
Aimie Brennan & Garret Campbell
(Ireland) 

Being a Reflective Professional
Joffy Conolly (Finland)

Being a Collaborative Professional
Julie Uí Choistealbha (Ireland)

Being a Collaborative Professional
Andrew Sherman (Ecuador)

Being a Research-Informed Professional
Aimie Brennan (Ireland)

Being a Research-Informed Professional
Jennifer Shearman (England)

Global Perspectives
Closing Roundtable (MIE)

Registered Attendees

Wed 11 Nov
13:00-14:00 GMT

Staff Connect

Passcode  for  al l  sess ions :  VIWS2020

Registered Attendees

Registered Attendees

Registered Attendees

Registered Attendees

Registered Attendees

Registered Attendees

Registered Attendees

Registered Attendees

Registered Attendees

Registered 
Attendees


